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0. Abstract 
The phase behaviour and thermoelastic properties of SnMo2O8, derived from variable 
temperature and pressure synchrotron powder diffraction data, are reported. SnMo2O8 is a 
member of the AM2O8 family of negative thermal expansion (NTE) materials, but 
unexpectedly, has positive thermal expansion. Over the P-T space explored (298–513 K, 
ambient to 310 MPa) four different forms of SnMo2O8 are observed: α, β, γ and γ’. The γ to β 
transition is temperature-, pressure-, and time-dependent. SnMo2O8 is a much softer material 
(α and γ form have BT = ~29 and 26 GPa at 298 K) than other members of the AM2O8 family. 
Counter-intuitively, its high temperature β phase becomes stiffer with increasing temperature 
(BT = ~36 GPa at 490 K). The pressure dependence of the thermal expansion for each 
phase is reported. 
 
Keywords: Zero thermal expansion, Negative Thermal Expansion, Thermoelastic 
properties, Phase transitions, Tin molybdate.  
 
Highlights: SnMo2O8 is of interest as an end member of the Zr1–xSnxMo2O8 zero thermal 
expansion family of materials. SnMo2O8 is significantly softer than other members of the 
AM2O8 family with a bulk modulus at 298 K of ~29 GPa. The bulk modulus increases as 
temperature is increased such that SnMo2O8 shows the unusual behaviour of “warm-
hardening”.  This behaviour is explained in terms of the pressure and temperature driven 
order-disorder phase transitions it undergoes. 
 
1. Introduction 
This paper reports an in-situ X-ray diffraction study probing the phase stability and properties 
of SnMo2O8 polymorphs. SnMo2O8 is the end member of a solid solution (Zr1–xSnxMo2O8) 
which can be systematically tuned to show either positive, negative or essentially zero 
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thermal expansion over a broad temperature range of ~2–800 K [1]. In order for ceramic 
bodies based on SnMo2O8 to find application, the behaviour of the material as a function of 
temperature, pressure and time must be understood. The phase regions of SnMo2O8 have 
therefore been mapped out at temperatures from 298 to 513 K and pressures from ambient 
up to 310 MPa, and the conditions under which the α, γ, γ’ and β phases are kinetically 
stable have been determined. The bulk modulus of each phase and the pressure-
dependence of their thermal expansion is reported. We find that β-SnMo2O8 shows the 
unusual property of “warm hardening” whereby its bulk modulus or stiffness increases with 
temperature – this is the opposite behaviour to most known materials [2-5]. 
The cubic AM2O8 family of materials (A = Zr, Hf; M = Mo, W) is well known for displaying 
strong, reversible and isotropic negative thermal expansion (NTE) [6-9]. ZrW2O8, for 
example, contracts from 2 to 1070 K with a linear expansion coefficient of αl = –9×10–6 K–1 
(0–350 K) [10]. To understand the various contributions to the thermal contraction of this 
family, it is worth considering the thermodynamic relationship between the volumetric 
thermal expansion coefficient, 𝛼𝑉, and the bulk modulus  𝐵 (𝐵𝑇 = 1 compressibility⁄ =
−𝑉(𝜕𝜕 𝜕𝑉⁄ )𝑇): 
𝛼𝑉 = 1𝑉 �𝜕𝑉𝜕𝑇�𝑃 = 1𝐵𝑇 �𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑉�𝑇       [1] 
For a stable material  𝐵𝑇 is a positive quantity, which implies a direct relationship between 
the sign of 𝛼𝑉 and whether entropy increases or decreases with volume. If we consider the 
role of phonons, their effect on thermal expansion is usually described via the Grüneisen 
parameter 𝛾𝑖 = −𝜕ln𝜔𝑖 𝑑ln𝑉⁄  which captures how the frequency of a mode (𝜔𝑖) depends on 
volume (V), and can be related to thermal expansion via the relationship 𝛼𝑉 = 𝐶𝑉𝛾 𝐵𝑉⁄ ,  
where γ  is the mean Grüneisen parameter of the material (typically around 1) and 𝐶𝑉 its 
heat capacity at constant volume [2, 11]. The relationship to entropy arises as mean squared 
atomic displacements are proportional to 1 𝜔2⁄  such that for a negative-Grüneisen-
parameter mode, decreasing volume will lead to decreasing 𝜔, larger atomic displacements 
and increased entropy. In fact, 𝛾 can be related to entropy via the expression 𝛾 = 𝑉
𝐶𝑉
�
𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝑉
�
𝑇
, 
which emphasizes the link between the signs of 𝛾, �𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝑉
�
𝑇
and (via equation 1) 𝛼𝑉.  
In the simplest local picture of AM2O8 materials, the negative Grüneisen parameter modes 
can be linked to transverse vibrations of A–O–M bridging oxygens. In a more extended view, 
we can consider these vibrations occurring via the correlated motions of rigid or quasi-rigid 
polyhedra, so called rigid unit modes RUMs or qRUMs respectively [2, 12-14]. A full 
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understating of (N)TE can, however, only be achieved by considering phonon modes 
throughout the entire Brillouin zone, and recent publications have presented methods for 
visualising the contributions of different modes to NTE and the degree to which framework 
polyhedra are distorted in materials such as AM2O8 and A2(MO4)3 [2, 15, 16]. The general 
relationship between 𝛼𝑉 and (𝜕𝜕 𝜕𝑉⁄ )𝑇 also highlights the fact that other considerations such 
as spin disorder in magnetic materials or, for the AM2O8 family, polyhedral orientational 
disorder, will influence thermal expansion. A final intriguing aspect of NTE materials is that 
one might find either the counter-intuitive effect of pressure-induced softening [𝐵0′ =(𝜕𝐵 𝜕𝜕⁄ )𝜕=0 negative] [17-21] or anharmonicity leading to increasing bulk modulus with 
temperature [ ( )∂ ∂B T >0] a phenomenon which has been termed “warm hardening” [2]. To 
date only a small number of examples of warm hardening have been reported, see for 
example Sc1–xAlxF3 [3], β-HfW2O8 [4] and ZrV2O7 [5].  
There are several reasons why pressure is an important experimental variable in 
understanding negative thermal expansion materials. Firstly, as discussed above, high 
pressure experiments can be used to probe the phonons responsible for NTE through direct 
measurement of the volume dependence of their frequency in order to determine the sign of 
the mode Grüneisen parameter; there have been many such studies on NTE materials [22-
25]. Secondly, the relatively open frameworks of NTE materials, along with the requirement 
for low frequency modes that soften on volume reduction, often leads to pressure-induced 
phase transitions to new crystalline or amorphous phases at low pressures. These will 
typically have different thermal expansion properties and could potentially alter the 
properties of pure ceramics or composites. In the AM2O8 family, ZrW2O8 has been shown to 
undergo irreversible (at room temperature) transitions to either a γ phase with a ~5% volume 
reduction at ~0.2 GPa [26], an amorphous form [27] or (at elevated T) to a dense U3O8-
structured phase [28]. For ZrMo2O8 and HfMo2O8 various phase transitions have been 
observed under pressure [29-33]. Finally, many of the thermally-driven phase transitions in 
AM2O8 materials are of an order-disorder type and as such are strongly influenced by 
pressure due to the associated volume change, ∆ disorderV . The influence of pressure on phase 
stability can be captured via the thermodynamic relationship dG = Vd𝜕 − Sd𝑇 leading to 
( )∂∆ ∂ = ∆disorder disorderTG P V  [34]. 
A cubic form of SnMo2O8 was first reported in 1988 [35], but its structure and thermal 
expansion properties were only recently examined [1]. The normal room and high 
temperature forms of SnMo2O8 (α and β respectively) are closely related to high temperature 
cubic β-ZrW2O8 [6] and cubic γ-ZrMo2O8 [8], Figure 1, but SnMo2O8 is unique among cubic 
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AM2O8 phases in showing positive thermal expansion at all temperatures. This property is 
exploitable in that solid solutions Zr1–xSnxMo2O8 can be systematically tuned from negative to 
zero (around x = 0.5) and then to positive thermal expansion (Figure 1c).   
In addition to the cubic forms, careful in-situ diffraction studies have shown that the ambient 
pressure (non-equilibrium) phase diagram of SnMo2O8 is remarkably complex, with structure 
showing a strong dependence on thermal history. The behaviour is summarised in Figure 
1d. On heating, a “normal” room temperature cubic sample - the α phase - shows positive 
expansion and undergoes a phase transition to a high temperature β phase (isostructural 
with β-ZrW2O8 and, by analogy, likely to be dynamically disordered [36]) at around 330 K. If 
the sample is cooled at “normal” rates (minutes to hours to cool from 400 K to room 
temperature) this transition is reversible.  Quenching the sample from T > 400 K produces a 
metastable cubic form – the α’ phase – whose cell parameter and therefore structure 
evolves very slowly (weeks to years at room temperature) towards the α phase. If α or α’-
SnMo2O8 are held for extended periods in a small temperature window around 390 K, there 
is a slow phase transition to a rhombohedral structure, the γ phase. γ-SnMo2O8 has the 
same connectivity of corner-sharing AO6 octahedra and tetrahedra as the cubic materials 
(Figure 1b) but contains a specific ordering pattern of pairs of MO4 tetrahedra (O3M–
O···O3M–O) relative to the <111> axes of the high temperature disordered structure. This 
causes a reduction in symmetry to 3R  and the γ structure can be described in terms of a cell 
with α β γ= = ≈ = = ≈ °cubic2 ; 59.3α β c α  or an equivalent R-centred hexagonal cell with 
α β γ= = = = = ≈ °cubic cubic2 , 2 3 ; 90, 120α β α c α . Once formed, the lower-volume γ phase is 
stable indefinitely at room temperature but, reverts to the cubic β phase on heating to ~440 
K. The room temperature α phase is best viewed as a trapped or glassy structure that may 
evolve to an ordered γ phase over infinite time. 
In this paper, we report the pressure dependence of the phase stability regions of SnMo2O8 
samples prepared by two different synthetic routes. One route follows that described by 
Buiten [35] in which SnCl4(g) is reacted with MoO3(s) in a flowing oxygen stream - the gas-
solid route; the second is viα heat treatment of an amorphous precursor, as described by 
Tallentire et al [1]. Variable (P,T) X-ray diffraction studies are reported for samples prepared 
initially in the cubic α phase by both methods and on a sample prepared by the gas-solid 
route then converted to the rhombohedral γ phase. 
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Figure 1. (a, b) Cubic (α/β) and rhombohedral (γ) structures of SnMo2O8. Octahedral groups 
(SnO6) are shown in green and tetrahedral groups (MoO4) in yellow/pink; small red spheres 
represent oxygen atoms. In the cubic phase, the tetrahedral groups are statically (α) or 
presumed dynamically (β) disordered between the yellow and pink orientation. In the 
rhombohedral phase, the tetrahedral groups are ordered along the <111> axes of the 
original cubic cell occupying the yellow sites in (b). Note that the upper arrowed occupied 
site points in opposite direction relative to the cubic structure. (c) The thermal expansion of 
SnMo2O8 (left-hand axis) at ambient pressure in comparison with the x = 0.5 member of the 
Zr1-xSnxMo2O8 solution and ZrMo2O8 (right-hand axis). (d) Phase-stability regions of 
SnMo2O8 at ambient pressure as derived from unit cell parameters. Normal low and high 
temperature forms are cubic α and β phases. A small temperature window exists in which it 
is possible to convert to a rhombohedral γ phase. The α’ phase can be formed by quenching 
from high temperature. α, α’ and γ’ phases evolve slowly over time. 
 
2. Experimental section 
2.1 Samples investigated 
SnMo2O8 was prepared via two different synthetic methods which we call the gas-solid route 
and the precursor route. Both methods have been previously described [1, 35]. In the solid-
state route, a typical reaction involved placing MoO3(s) (Alfa Aesar, 99.95%, 1.500 g) in a 
crucible inside an amorphous silica tube in a tube furnace at 773 K. Sulfuric acid was used 
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to dry O2 which was used as a carrier gas to flow SnCl4(g) (Acros Organics, 99% Anhydrous) 
over MoO3  for a period of 7 h. 
For the precursor route, a typical synthesis involved separately dissolving stoichiometric 
amounts of (NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O(s) (Alfa Aesar, 99.999%) and SnCl4.5H2O(s) (Sigma Aldrich, 
98%) in 12 ml of distilled water. The two solutions were then added to 6 ml of distilled water, 
which was cooled to ~5 °C, with continuous stirring for ~20 min. The resulting white 
precipitate was then filtered and dried at 373 K overnight. Crystalline SnMo2O8 was obtained 
by heating this amorphous precursor to 863 K for 30 min. Phase purity and identity was 
confirmed by X-ray diffraction of the crystalline materials.  Powder diffraction experiments 
with a crystalline internal standard show the amorphous content of these samples to be <5 
%. A sample of α phase material, which had been prepared by the gas-solid route, was 
converted to the γ phase by heating at 390 K for 32  h. 
 
2.2 Experimental setup and data collection 
Variable temperature and pressure powder X-ray diffraction data were collected at beamline 
11-ID-B (58.65 keV, 0.2114 Å x-rays) of the Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne 
National Laboratory. The samples were mixed with silicone oil and loaded into Kapton 
capillaries. The sample environment used to access the pressures and temperatures has 
been previously described [37]. 
The phase behaviour of samples synthesised using both methods were explored between 
298 and 513 K at pressures from 52 to 310 MPa. Each sample was heated to a set 
temperature and datasets recorded on compression at 103, 207 and 310 MPa then 
decompression at 259, 155, 52 MPa. The different T intervals investigated in each 
experiment are specified in Figure 5a-d. For the gas-solid route, the phase behaviour of 
samples initially in the α phase (experiment 1) and γ phase (experiment 2) were 
investigated, whilst for the precursor route sample, the phase behaviour of the α phase 
(experiments 4 and 5) and the kinetics of the β→γ transition were explored (at 422 K and 
310 MPa for 6.5 h, experiment 3).  
 
2.3 Rietveld refinement 
To allow systematic Rietveld analyses of all the data, a single model was used to fit datasets 
containing either the cubic or rhombohedral phases. A rhombohedral description of the γ 
structure in space group 3R was used with cell parameters of α ~12.60 Å and α ~60.0°. To 
allow either cubic or rhombohedral phases to be described, α was allowed to refine between 
59.3 and 60.0°.  
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To describe the different ordering of the Mo2O8 groups in the cubic and gamma structures, a 
fractional site occupancy was refined for the tetrahedral pairs. We discuss the sensitivity of 
this parameter to the experimental data in section 3.1. To account for the peak broadening 
arising from compression and decompression, a single Lorentzian strain parameter was 
convoluted with an empirical pseudo-Voigt instrumental profile peak shape determined using 
a CaF2 standard. A small region (2θ ≈ 9.45 to 9.65°) containing parasitic scattering from the 
pressure vessel was excluded from the analyses. 12 terms of a Chebyshev polynomial were 
used to model the background, one scale factor and one isotropic atomic displacement for 
all atoms were refined. For the structural model, one lattice parameter and one cell angle 
were refined in addition to 56 atomic coordinates. To make sure polyhedral connectivity was 
maintained without major distortions, polyhedral restraints were applied on bond distances 
and angles of the SnO6 octahedra and MoO4 tetrahedra. With the relatively low resolution of 
this experimental set up it is possible to extract high quality information on the phases 
present under any conditions, but detailed structural information is not available. Atomic 
coordinates used in the fits are given in the supplementary information together with tables 
of refined cell parameters under the different experimental conditions (Tables S1-S5). All 
Rietveld analyses were performed with the Topas Academic software [38, 39]. This model 
gave a stable refinement and excellent fit for most datasets. There were no significant 
changes in Rietveld scale factors to indicate significant amorphisation. A small number of 
datasets close to phase boundaries showed the presence of two phases. These were 
analysed with a two phase model and are discussed in section 3.2.  
 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1 Rietveld refinement and Mo2O8 ordering evolution: overall observations 
 
Figure 2a shows a typical  pseudo film plot of XRD patterns obtained in experiment 1 
displayed in the order that they were measured; temperature therefore increases then 
decreases from bottom to top and pressure rises then falls at each T. The zig-zag of the 
peak positions is related to the compression and decompression steps, where the peaks 
either shift to the right when the material is being compressed, or to the left, when it is being 
decompressed. In the initial low P, T regions of our experiments, sharp single diffraction 
peaks are observed consistent with a cubic material. It is clear from the plot that a phase 
transition to the gamma structure occurs in intermediate regions of P, T space as seen from 
the splitting of 2θ ~7.6, 10.2 or 10.4° peaks, followed by reversion to a cubic structure at the 
highest temperatures. Figure 2b shows typical Rietveld refinements obtained for the α, γ and 
an intermediate γ’ phase, which are discussed in section 3.1.1.  
Figure 3 summarises the results from Rietveld analysis of the 96 datasets shown in   
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Figure 2, along with a further 375 datasets from other experiments (shown in SI, Fig. S1).  
Figure 3a shows two key structural parameters as a function of temperature: the ordering of 
Mo2O8 groups and the rhombohedral cell angle α. In this plot, Mo2O8 ordering is expressed 
as 2×(fractional occupancy – 0.5) and can be thought of as an order parameter expressing 
the degree of cubic (0.0) or gamma (1.0) ordering.  Mo2O8 ordering shows a smooth 
evolution from the disordered cubic α phase at low T to ordered γ at intermediate T before 
reverting to cubic β at high T (Figure 1d). There is a strong correlation between the refined 
cell angle α (60.0° in cubic phases; 59.3° in γ) and the degree of orientational ordering. The 
strong correlation between cell angle and Mo2O8 ordering is further shown in Figure 3b 
which plots cell angle against Mo2O8 fractional occupancy for all 375 datasets recorded. The 
smooth trend in points on this plot gives us confidence that the structural model used in the 
Rietveld analyses allows the phase behaviour of SnMo2O8 to be mapped out for all 
experiments. 
As there is a smooth evolution from cubic disordered Mo2O8 phases towards fully ordered γ-
SnMo2O8 (at least at the resolution and on the timescale of these experiments) we describe 
samples intermediate between cubic and rhombohedral as γ’ for convenience. 
 
 
Figure 2. (a) Pseudo film plot of X-ray patterns with intensity represented by a color scale, 
under compression (peaks shift to the right) and decompression (peaks shift to the left) in 
experiment 1. Data were collected on warming (first 72 of 96 sets) and cooling (last 24 sets). 
Examples of isothermal segments during which pressure was varied are shown with curly 
brackets on the right of the plot and labelled as T1 or T3. Conditions where the 
cubic/rhombohedral phases are present can be clearly seen from, for example, the presence 
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of single or split peaks at 2θ ~7.6, 10.2 or 10.4°. (b) Rietveld fits to selected datasets 
showing the α, γ’ and γ structures, from bottom to top, respectively. Observed data is shown 
in blue, calculated in red, difference in gray and tick marks indicating reflection positions in 
black. The gray bars indicate the excluded region containing parasitic scattering from the 
pressure vessel. 
 
Figure 3. (a) Dependence of Mo2O8 group ordering on pressure and temperature in 
experiment 1 for data collected on warming. The gradual reduction in cell angle, α, as Mo2O8 
groups start to order at intermediate temperatures can be seen, highlighting the correlations 
summarised in (b). (b) Scatter plot of cell angle α and fractional occupancy using data points 
on heating and cooling for experiment 1 (orange squares) alongside the values obtained 
from all other experiments, showing the strong correlation between the two parameters. The 
Mo2O8 ordering in the γ phase is defined as 2*(frac-0.5), where frac is the single fractional 
occupancy parameter refined. Given the data quality, a refined fractional occupancy of ~0.94 
represents essentially full order.  
 
3.1.1 Intermediate phase: the partial ordering of the gamma structure  
Early experiments suggested that the β→γ phase transition was kinetically sluggish under 
some conditions. This was investigated by holding the temperature and pressure of a β 
phase sample at 422 K and 310 MPa for ~6.5 h. Figure 4a shows the variation of the 
rhombohedral lattice parameter and cell angle with time, and Figure 4b shows the equivalent 
data using the hexagonal cell setting. It is clear from these plots that the structure evolves 
over the 6.5 h of the experiment. In Figure 3b, the points for experiment 3 (black) show a 
fractional occupancy of ~0.9 instead of ~0.94, suggesting that the ordering is not fully 
complete even after 6.5 h. The dependence of the fractional occupancy on time for 
experiment 3 (see SI, Fig. S2) also shows that the ordering continues to evolve, although at 
a much slower rate, after ~3.5 h. 
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Figure 4. (a) Variation of cell parameters α and α in rhombohedral setting as a function of 
time during experiment 3. (b) Data replotted to show the variation of α and c parameters in 
an equivalent hexagonal cell setting as a function of time. The total duration of the 
measurements was ~6.5 h. Typical Rietveld estimated standard deviation values for α, α and 
c are  0.0006 Å,  0.003° and 0.001 Å respectively. 
 
3.2 Phase behaviour and entropy changes: experiments 1, 2, 4, 5 
The phase evolution observed in each experiment is summarised in Figure 5, where red 
squares indicate the presence of a cubic phase (α at low T, β at high T), green diamonds 
represent the partially γ’ (light green) or fully ordered (dark green) γ phases, and orange 
triangles two-phase samples. From these plots, a number of general conclusions about 
phase stability can be made. 
As might be expected from the sluggish nature of the cubic to rhombohedral phase 
transition, there is some hysteresis in the phase compositions of Figure 5. In particular, the 
sequence in which isothermal measurements were recorded (compression to 103, 207, 310 
MPa followed by decompression to 259, 155, 52 MPa) and the positive slope of the γ→β 
boundary means that γ phase formed at high P may be retained on decompression. It also 
leads to slight differences in phase composition on cooling relative to heating. Given this 
dependence on sample history, the compositions reported in Figure 5a-d are reasonable.  
It is also clear from Figure 5 that there are some differences between samples prepared by 
gas-solid and precursor routes. In general, the degree of ordering in γ’/γ phases is 
significantly lower for precursor samples and two phase behaviour is more likely. This 
tendency can also be appreciated from Figure 3b where the cell angle and fractional 
occupancy values from experiments 4 and 5 (red/purple open points) are clustered more 
towards the top left of the figure (cubic, disordered) than bottom right (rhombohedral, 
ordered) than other experiments. 
It is clear that all samples retain their as-synthesised phase composition at low 
temperatures: α phases (experiments 1, 4 and 5) remain cubic below ~370 K and the γ 
phase (experiment 2) remains rhombohedral below ~450 K. For the α phases  a pressure 
induced transition to the γ’ or γ structures occurs at ~400 K at all pressures. The degree of 
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ordering is, in general, higher for the gas-solid synthesis (experiment 1) than the precursor 
syntheses (experiments 4 and 5). At the highest temperature studied, the γ’/γ phases 
transform to the cubic β phase at all pressures, though there is a clear positive slope to the 
phase boundary. This is consistent with the smaller volume of the γ phase relative to β 
giving a positive sign to (𝜕∆𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝜕𝜕⁄ )T =  ∆𝑉𝑑𝑑𝑑, making the free energy changes less 
favourable at high P. 
Finally, support for the diffraction-derived conclusions of Mo2O8 ordering comes from the 
temperature dependence of the phase boundary between the disordered β phase and 
ordered γ. Whilst this is somewhat influenced by kinetic factors under the experimental 
conditions used, the “best estimate” boundary is indicated with a  dashed line on each of 
Figure 5a-d. For a 1st order transition, the Clapeyron equation states ( )∂ ∂ = ∆ ∆trans transP T S V . 
Under the assumption that this relationship can be applied to our experiments, from the 
calculated slope of 3.16 MPa.K-1 and volume change of –2.37 cm3mol–1 we estimate ∆ transS = 
–7.5 Jmol–1K–1. If MoO4 tetrahedra reorient as pairs, the configurational entropy expected for 
the β to γ transition is –NAkBln(2) = –5.76 Jmol–1K–1. The experimental value is close to this, 
suggesting that the entropy change is dominated by MoO4 ordering. The minimum estimate 
of ∆ transS  derived by calorimetry for the equivalent ordering transition in cubic ZrW2O8 is –4.1 
Jmol–1K–1 [40]. 
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Figure 5.  Experimentally observed phase regions for SnMo2O8 derived from variable P-T 
diffraction experiments. Red symbols represent the cubic phases (α at low T and β at high 
T), light and dark green the rhombohedral γ’ and γ phases respectively, and orange triangles 
a mixture of cubic and rhombohedral phases. Filled and open symbols represent data 
collected on heating and cooling, respectively. Data points on warming and cooling have 
been slightly offset in pressure for clarity (right/left respectively). (a) experiment 1, (b) 
experiment 2, (c) experiment 4 and (d) experiment 5. Dashed lines denote an approximate 
phase boundary for γ→β under compression. 
 
3.3 Thermal expansion behaviour and thermoelastic properties 
From the unit cell parameters extracted from the diffraction data of experiments 1 to 5 we 
can take isothermal cuts to extract the temperature dependence of the bulk modulus or 
isobaric cuts to derive the pressure dependence of thermal expansion: 𝐵𝑇 =  −� 𝜕𝑃𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑉�𝑇 and 
𝛼𝑃 =  −  �𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑉𝜕𝑇 �𝑃 
In fact, these two quantities are directly related by the expression [2, 41]: 1
𝐵2
�
𝜕𝐵
𝜕𝑇
�
𝑃
=  �𝜕𝛼𝑉
𝜕𝑃
�
𝑇
 
and the positive sign of B means that a normal material which softens on heating 
[(𝜕𝐵 𝜕𝑇⁄ )𝑃 < 0] will have a reduced thermal expansion coefficient under applied pressure. 
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Figure 6. Dependence of isothermal bulk moduli, 𝐵𝑇, of SnMo2O8 on temperature. (a) Data 
shown for experiments 1 and 2. (b) Data shown for experiments 4 and 5. The large error 
bars for some data points are related to the hysteresis between compression and 
decompression around the temperature region where the phase transition from the α to γ 
structure occurs (~370 – 417 K). (c) Values of bulk modulus for cubic AM2O8 materials and 
ZrV2O7. 
Experimental values of B extracted from linear regression of appropriately transformed data 
for all phases are shown in Figure 6 (see SI for lnV vs P plots, Fig. S3). Figure 6a combines 
data for the samples prepared by the gas-solid route initially in the α (experiment 1) or γ 
(experiment 2) phases. Both the α and γ phases are relatively soft materials (B298K = 29 and 
26 GPa respectively) and both soften on heating as normally expected. These values 
compare to ambient T values of 64–75 GPa for ZrW2O8 [25, 42-44] and HfW2O8 [4, 45] and 
43.5 GPa for ZrMo2O8 [42] (Figure 6c). Where there is experimental overlap good agreement 
is found between values derived for the γ phase in experiment 1 (where it is formed in-situ), 
and experiment 2 (where it was pre-prepared by annealing at ambient pressure). The larger-
volume β phase is significantly stiffer than α or γ (B ≈ 36 GPa) and becomes stiffer still with 
increasing temperature. For precursor route samples (experiments 4 and 5), the α phase 
displays a similar temperature dependence of B within experimental error. The β phase 
again shows a significant increase in B with T. Values are slightly lower than those derived in 
experiments 1 and 2 (e.g. 36 and 33 GPa at 490 K for experiment 2 and experiments 4-5, 
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respectively). Whilst we cannot be definitive, it seems likely that this is related to the slight 
differences in the γ to β phase boundary and slightly different partial ordering of MoO4 
groups (see below). We have also calculated compressibilites along the α and c axes in the 
hexagonal cell setting for the γ phase (shown in SI, Fig. S4a-c). Whilst the c axis remains 
unchanged, the compressibility of the α axis increases with temperature, and at high T, it is 
almost twice that of the c axis. 
The bulk modulus of the γ’ phase in the precursor route samples (Figure 6b) is significantly 
lower than the γ phase (Figure 6a). This is caused by the different kinetics of the phase 
transition in the materials. For precursor-derived samples a significant component of the 
compressibility is associated with the negative ∆Vorder of the cubic to rhombohedral 
orientational-ordering phase transition that is induced by pressure. Interestingly the bulk 
modulus of these phases is essentially an extrapolation of the behaviour of the α phase 
suggesting (as in Figure 3) that the γ’ phase can be viewed as an evolution pathway 
between the α and γ phases. 
Figure 6c compares experimental data for all cubic AM2O8 materials studied to date. We also 
include the structurally related material ZrV2O7 which undergoes a volume-reducing phase 
transition (∆V ~0.3 %) where the crystallographically determined V-O-V angle deviates from 
180° on either reduction of temperature or increase of pressure [5, 46]. SnMo2O8 is 
significantly softer than other AM2O8 materials despite the reduction in cell dimension from 
ZrW2O8 (~9.16 Å) to ZrMo2O8 (~9.13 Å) to SnMo2O8 (8.96 Å). The phenomenon of 
temperature induced softening followed by hardening is clearly influenced by the 
accessibility of volume-reducing phase transitions for all these materials. For the tungstates, 
this is either cubic 𝜕213 to cubic 𝜕𝑃3� (for ZrW2O8, ∆Vdisorder~–0.1 %) [10] or cubic to 
orthorhombic 𝜕212121 (∆V~–5 %) [26] depending on temperature and pressure. For 
SnMo2O8, the transition involves statically disordered to ordered 2×MoO4 tetrahedral groups 
and an accompanying volume change caused by coupled rotations of polyhedral groups as 
the symmetry is lowered. ZrMo2O8 is unusual amongst these materials in that there is little 
evidence of MoO4 orientational order developing on the timescale of experimental studies 
performed to date [9]. As such its bulk modulus shows only minor pressure dependence [42]. 
Given the similarity between the thermoelastic properties and the fact that SnMo2O8 shows 
positive expansion at all temperatures, the origin of warm hardening is unlikely to be caused 
by the high anharmonicity mechanism proposed by Dove [2]. The most likely explanation is 
that it is related to the volume dependence of the order-disorder transition. At the lowest 
temperatures in the stability field of the disordered β phase, compression will lead to partial 
ordering of 2×MoO4 tetrahedral pairs with the accompanying volume reduction giving an 
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additional component to the compressibility. The tendency to local order will be reduced at 
higher temperatures due to the increased T∆S term, leading to a stiffening of the material. 
Values of the thermal expansion coefficient (αV) as a function of pressure, are plotted for 
each phase in Figure 7. Given the limited stability field of some phases the uncertainties 
associated with these values are relatively large. We also observe some “zig-zag” behaviour 
in values close to phase boundaries where the kinetics of transitions are slow and there is 
hysteresis caused by the order in which pressure points were recorded (at each T in 
sequence: 103, 207, 310, 259, 155, 52 MPa). The linear coefficients of thermal expansion 
for the γ phase have also been calculated (Fig. S4d in SI) for the α and c axes in a 
hexagonal cell setting and, as expected from the results obtained for the compressibilities, 
the c axis remains constant with increasing pressure, and there is a decrease in the αl with 
pressure for the α axis. Nevertheless we observe that α and γ phases show the “normal” 
behaviour of a decrease in thermal expansion under pressure. The β phase (as expected 
from its warm hardening behaviour) shows an increase in αV with P. 
 
Figure 7. Variation of average volumetric thermal expansion coefficients, 𝛼𝑣, for SnMo2O8 as 
a function of pressure. (a) Data for α-SnMo2O8, (b), data for γ-SnMo2O8, and (c), data for β-
SnMo2O8. Error bars are not included in (a) where only two data points are available for 
extracting αv. 
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4. Conclusions 
In conclusion, in-situ x-ray diffraction studies have revealed the behaviour of the kinetically 
stable phases of SnMo2O8 at temperatures and pressures relevant for applications; T = 298 
K to 513 K and P = ambient to 310 MPa. The α, γ’, γ and β phases are found in this regime 
with β at high T and either α, γ’, or the most stable γ at the lower temperatures or higher 
pressures depending on the thermal and pressure history of the sample. Diffraction data 
suggest an essentially continuous evolution from disordered Mo2O8 groups in α-SnMo2O8 to 
ordered groups in γ-SnMo2O8 is possible. At temperatures and pressures close to the α→γ 
and γ→β boundaries, phase transitions can be relatively sluggish occurring over timescales 
of minutes to days. In general, precursor-route samples have slower transformation kinetics 
than gas-solid samples, suggesting that there are differences in their defect chemistry or 
local structure. All SnMo2O8 phases are relatively soft with bulk moduli of β (~36 GPa) > α 
(~29 GPa) > γ (~26 GPa) > γ’ (~15 GPa). Overall, bulk moduli drop as samples are warmed 
towards the temperature at which the kinetics of Mo2O8 ordering to give the γ polymorph 
become favourable. This implies that the softening is linked to local fluctuations towards the 
lower-volume ordered Mo2O8 structure and later hardening due to these fluctuations 
becoming less prevalent. The gamma phase shows anisotropy in compressibility: when 
using a hexagonal description, the α-axis is ~30 % more compressible than the c-axis. The α 
and γ phases show a reduction in thermal expansion coefficient with pressure as found for 
most materials. The β phase shows a less common increase in thermal expansion with 
pressure, consistent with it becoming stiffer on heating.  
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